READING GUIDE

Poland
Here is a brief selection of favorite, new and hard-to-find books, prepared for your journey.

Essential Reading Package
Norman Davies
Heart of Europe, The Past in Poland's Present
PLD06 | 2001 | 483 pages | PAPER
A history of Poland in reverse chronology from the
Solidarity Movement to early civilization, condensed
from the author's definitive three-volume history.

$25.99
Otto Friedrich
Kingdom of Auschwitz
PLD04 | 1994 | 128 pages | PAPER
Otto Friedrich's slim book is an intensely personal
account of the infamous Auschwitz death camp. He
covers the entire history of Auschwitz in short chapters
punctuated with eyewitness accounts and testimonies.

$13.99
James Michener
Poland
PLD02 | 2015 | 640 pages | PAPER
In his epic style, Michener presents the sweep of
Polish history from the earliest days to 1983 in
this massively researched novel.
$18.00
Eyewitness Guides
Eyewitness Guide Poland
PLD21 | 2015 | 376 pages | PAPER
An informative, visual guide to the history, culture
and attractions of Poland.
$25.00
Michelin Travel Publications
Poland Map
PLD20 | 2016 | 1 pages | MAP
A self-folding, full-color map of Poland at a scale
of 1:700,000, updated annually.
$12.95
Buy Package

Also Recommended

ITMB
Krakow Map
PLD42 | 2008 | 1 pages | MAP
A folded city map of Krakow with an inset map of the
city center at 1:10,000, along with a metropolitan
area and regional map.
$10.95

Greg Allen
Culture Smart! Poland
PLD68 | 2015 | 168 pages | PAPER
A concise, no-nonsense guide to local customs,
etiquette and culture with a short overview of the land
and people along with practical travel advice.
$9.95
Joan B. Peterson
Eat Smart in Poland
PLD45 | 2000 | 160 pages | PAPER
Part of the award-winning Eat Smart series, this
culinary travel guide is a succinct introduction to the
food culture of Poland. Rather than focusing on
specific restaurants and famous chefs, the overview
tells travelers what the country serves best, leading
the way to adventurous ordering.
$12.95
Fodor&#39;s
Fodor's 25 Best Krakow
PLD95 | 2015 | 128 pages | PAPER
This shirt-pocket guide, with an excellent map of the
city, includes a choice selection of attractions, shops
and restaurants, ideal for a short visit.
$13.99
Oscar E. Swan
Kaleidoscope of Poland, A Cultural Encyclopedia
PLD93 | 2015 | 560 pages | HARD COVER
This encyclopedia of all things Polish features close to
900 entries and 600 images covering Polish customs,
folklore, history, significant individuals, language,
geography and more. An informative reference and
handy supplement to the traditional guidebook.
$39.95
Lonely Planet
Lonely Planet Polish Phrasebook
PLD79 | 2013 | 254 pages | PAPER
This handy pocket phrasebook includes pronunciation,
basic grammar and essential vocabulary.

$8.99
John Radzilowski
A Traveller's History of Poland
PLD53 | 2012 | 320 pages | PAPER
A wide-ranging, accessible and effectively condensed
brief history of Poland through the 1990s. With a
useful chronology and historical gazetteer, this book
marches confidently through the centuries.
$14.95
Isabel Fonseca
Bury Me Standing
EUR09 | 1996 | 322 pages | PAPER
This marvelous portrait of the Roma, also known
as the Gypsies, offers insight into their music,
foods, religions and folk traditions and also
examines their influential but complex relationship
with Eastern Europe.
$17.00
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Robert S. Wistrich
Hitler and the Holocaust
EUR114 | 2003 | 295 pages | PAPER
A short history of the cultural and political
circumstances surrounding the genocide of the
Jews. Wistrich looks closely at anti-Semitism in
Germany, Europe and abroad in an attempt to
understand the evil unleashed during World War II.

Diane Ackerman
The Zookeeper's Wife
PLD70 | 2008 | 368 pages | PAPER
A marvelous storyteller, Ackerman recalls madcap,
bohemian Warsaw before WWII, the devastation of
the city by Nazi bombs in 1939, the horrors of the
Holocaust and heroic efforts in the resistance in this
moving tale of Antonina and Jan Zabinski, directors
of Warsaw Zoo.

$17.00

$15.95

Israel Gutman
Resistance, the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising
PLD17 | 1998 | 277 pages | PAPER
An account of the Warsaw ghetto under Nazi
control, gleaned from the author's first-hand
experience. He also places the ghetto experience in
the context of Jewish history in general.

Tadeusz Borowski, Barbara Vedder (Translator), Jan
Kott (Introduction)
This Way for the Gas, Ladies and Gentlemen
GER95 | 1992 | 180 pages | PAPER
A series of uninflected, austere stories, published in
Polish after WWII -- and drawn from the author's
experiences in Auschwitz and Dachau from 1943 to
1945.

$19.95
Anna Spysz, Lech Walesa (Foreword)
The Essential Guide to Being Polish
PLD89 | 2013 | 313 pages | PAPER
"I invite you on this journey into the depths of the Polish
soul," writes Lech Walesa in this nuanced guide to Polish
history and culture. Co-author Anna Spysz is the former
editor of the Krakow Post. One in a new series of cultural
handbooks by New European Books.

$19.95
Tina Rosenberg
The Haunted Land, Facing Europe's Ghosts After
Communism
EUR54 | 1996 | 437 pages | PAPER
In this groundbreaking book, a journalist reports on
how the newly democratized people of East
Germany, Poland and the Czech Republic have
confronted the horrors of their former governments.
$18.95
Timothy Garton Ash
The Magic Lantern, The Revolution of '89
Witnessed in Warsaw, Budapest, Berlin,
and Prague
GER36 | 1993 | 167 pages | PAPER
With a chapter each on Warsaw, Budapest, Berlin
and Prague, this eyewitness account by an astute
journalist and historian shows these vibrant cities
during a time of great change.
$15.00
Dennis Hupchick, Harold Cox
The Palgrave Concise Historical Atlas of
Eastern Europe
EUR138 | 2001 | 130 pages | PAPER
The changing borders and complex history of
Eastern Europe as told through 52 maps and
accompanying essays, organized chronologically. An
excellent reference, the book shows the rise of
Poland, changing borders of the Ottoman Empire,
Hapsburgs and fate of
$32.99
Yaron Matras
The Romani Gypsies
EUR470 | 2014 | 320 pages | HARD COVER
Matras delves into the history of the Romani, an
ancient and misunderstood European culture that
has survived through modern times.
$29.95

$16.00
Art Spiegelman
Maus, A Survivor's Tale I & II
PLD22 | 1986 | 296 pages | PAPER
The Pulitzer Prize-winning narrative of Spiegelman's
father and family in Poland as World War II erupts. He
renders the story of his father's early life, the Nazi
occupation of Poland, survival in a concentration camp
and other events as a stark graphic novel.
$31.90
Jerzy Kosinski
The Painted Bird
PLD07 | 1995 | 256 pages | PAPER
This acclaimed novel is based on the author's own
experiences in World War II Poland. The often
disturbing account of a young Jewish boy's journey
through rural Poland as he tries to evade everyone
from SS officers to anti-Semitic Polish peasants will
leave an indelible impression.
$16.00
Alan Furst
The Spies of Warsaw
PLD80 | 2009 | 266 pages | PAPER
Alan Furst sets his richly atmospheric tale of espionage
and love squarely amidst the leafy boulevards, grand
squares, stately mansions and elegant cafes of the
glittering 1937 capital. With a map on the inside covers,
this isn't just a gripping WWII-era
$17.00
Bruno Schulz
The Street of Crocodiles
PLD24 | 2008 | 368 pages | PAPER
These remarkable stories draw on Schulz's childhood
and the people, places and events of provincial
Poland in the early 20th century.
$17.00
Czeslaw Milosz, Madeline G. Levine (Editor), Bogdana
Carpenter (Editor)
To Begin Where I Am, The Selected Prose of
Czeslaw Milosz
PLD25 | 2002 | 272 pages | PAPER
Culled from a lifetime's worth of publications, these
essays by the Lithuanian-born Polish poet and Nobel
laureate Milosz address the Polish experience at
home and abroad in the 20th century.
$18.00

